The following UNSW Canberra academics can be contacted via the contact details below. Other academics can be contacted through the Content and Media Team: publicrelations@adfa.edu.au

**Artificial Intelligence**

**Professor Hussein Abbass** | @HusseinAbbassOz  
Artificial intelligence, ChatGPT, smart autonomous systems, swarm systems, shepherding, SkyShepherd  
h.abbass@unsw.edu.au

**Senior Research Associate Shadi Abpeikar**  
Computer science, machine and deep learning, swarm robotics, big data, reinforcement and transfer learning, swarm intelligence.  
s.abpeikar@unsw.edu.au

**Bassel Al Homssi** | @bhomssi91  
Applied artificial intelligence, satellite communications, distributed learning in space systems  
publicrelations@adfa.edu.au

**Dr Ripon Chakrabortty**  
Artificial intelligence in data-driven supply chain and project management problems  
0414 388 209 | r.chakrabortty@adfa.edu.au

**Dr Anan Du**  
2D/3D computer vision, deep learning, weakly-supervised learning, artificial intelligence assisted bushfire modelling  
anan.du@unsw.edu.au

**Dr Saber Elsayed**  
Computational intelligence  
0425 151 130 | s.elsayed@unsw.edu.au

**Dr Jing Liu**  
Robotic planning, computational intelligence  
jing.liu5@unsw.edu.au

**Dr Ram Mohanty**  
Genetic computation, AI/ML neural networks, artificial intelligence, machine learning  
r.mohanty@unsw.edu.au

**Dr Jo Plested**  
Artificial intelligence, deep learning, ChatGPT, machine translation, speech understanding, computer vision models such self-driving cars, facial recognition  
j.plested@unsw.edu.au

**Business & Policy**

**Professor Catherine Althaus** | @AlthausCat  
Adaptive leadership, Indigenous public administration and leadership, policy process  
c.althaus@adfa.edu.au

**Dr Adrian Bazbauers** | @AdrianBazbauers  
International public sector management, international financial institutions and development  
publicrelations@adfa.edu.au

**Professor Deborah Blackman** | @debbiebl2  
Systems level change, employee performance management, public sector capability  
publicrelations@adfa.edu.au

**Astronomy & Astrophysics**

**Dr Simon Murphy** | @AstroSmurph  
Astronomy, astrophysics  
0422 981 531 | s.murphy@adfa.edu.au

**Dr Ashley Ruiter** | @astronomash  
Astronomy, astrophysics  
0490 508 167 | ashley.ruiter@adfa.edu.au

**Dr Ivo Seitenzahl**  
Supernovae, astrophysics, nucleosynthesis  
i.seitenzahl@adfa.edu.au
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Dr Fiona Buick | @fibuick
Public sector management, HR management, organisational culture, hybrid working, change management, disability research capacity
f.buick@adfa.edu.au

Associate Professor James Connor
Defence Force culture, behaviour and reform, veteran experiences. Doping, drug use and cheating in sport
0413 993 816 | james.connor@adfa.edu.au

Dr Catherine Deen | @cathodeen
Intimate partner aggression, intimate partner violence in the workplace, sexual harassment, dark leadership, micromanagement
publicrelations@adfa.edu.au

Professor Helen Dickinson | @hdrdickinson
Disability policy and services, primary health care, public service workforce
0466 395 131 | h.dickinson@adfa.edu.au

Dr Caroline Doyle | @CaroDoyle13
Colombia, prisoners, post-release experience, criminal justice policies
c.doyle@adfa.edu.au

Dr Megan Evans | @megeovans
Biodiversity conservation, carbon and biodiversity offsets, nature finance, EPBC Act
0418 984 248

Adjunct Professor Raja Junankar
Australian and youth labour markets, immigration raja.junankar@unsw.edu.au

Associate Professor Daniel Prior
Supply chain management, buyer-supplier relationships, marketing strategy
d.prior@adfa.edu.au

Professor Brenton Prosser | @brenton_prosser
Public sector reform, public leadership, public policy, governance, policy networks, minority government, parliamentary staff, mental health, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder
0411 100 465 | brenton.prosser@unsw.edu.au

Dr Chao (Joe) Ren
Accountability and budgeting
joe.ren@unsw.edu.au

Associate Professor Jim Rooney
Risk management and performance management
0439 875 894 | james.rooney@adfa.edu.au

Professor Massimiliano Tani
Immigration, labour market, education, productivity
m.tani@adfa.edu.au

Associate Professor Sue Williamson | @SWilliamsonUNSW
Workplace gender equality, public sector human resources and industrial relations
0419 498 575 | sue.williamson@adfa.edu.au

Cyber

Professor Jiankun Hu
Cyber security, biometrics, authentication, intrusion detection, applied cryptography
publicrelations@adfa.edu.au

Dr Keith Joiner
Cybersecurity assurance processes, aircraft design, defence capability development, test and evaluation, assurance of robotic and autonomous systems
0499 202 284 | k.joiner@adfa.edu.au

Engineering

Dr Safat Al-Deen
Building construction, construction failure, sustainability in construction
0413 620 836 | s.al-deen@unsw.edu.au

Dr Shantanu Bhat
Flight of insects and birds, aerodynamics, flow physics
s.bhat@adfa.edu.au

Dr Chao (Joe) Ren
Accountability and budgeting
joe.ren@unsw.edu.au

Associate Professor Jim Rooney
Risk management and performance management
0439 875 894 | james.rooney@adfa.edu.au

Professor Massimiliano Tani
Immigration, labour market, education, productivity
m.tani@adfa.edu.au

Associate Professor Sue Williamson | @SWilliamsonUNSW
Workplace gender equality, public sector human resources and industrial relations
0419 498 575 | sue.williamson@adfa.edu.au

Dr Christine Boshuijzen-van Burken
Ethics of autonomous systems
c.vanburken@adfa.edu.au

Associate Professor Matthew Doolan
Sustainable manufacturing
matthew.doolan@adfa.edu.au

Dr Milad Ghasri | @Milad_Ghasri_
Travel behaviour, transport innovation adoption
m.ghasri@unsw.edu.au

Professor Paul Hazell
Ballistics, guns, explosions, armour (military vehicles), military technology, nuclear explosions
0478 881 029 | p.hazell@unsw.edu.au

Senior Lecturer Charles Hoke
Aircraft design, hypersonic aerodynamics, flapping wing aerodynamics, aviation
publicrelations@adfa.edu.au

Dr Nicholas Kanizaj
Energetic materials, propellants, explosives, pyrotechnics, rocket propulsion
publicrelations@adfa.edu.au

Associate Professor Harald Kleine
High-speed photography, shock and blast waves, supersonic flow
(02) 5114 5166 | h.kleine@adfa.edu.au

Professor Chi-King Lee
Structural engineering, steel structures, construction materials, impact and blast effects on structures
publicrelations@adfa.edu.au

Mr David Lyons
Naval architecture, ship and boat design
david.lyons@unsw.edu.au

Dr Aline Maalouf
Flapping wing aerodynamics, aviation
Aircraft design, hypersonic aerodynamics, flapping wing aerodynamics, aviation
publicrelations@adfa.edu.au

Dr Huadong Mo
Reliability and maintenance, cyber-physical systems, cyber security, machine and reinforcement learning, smart grid operation and management
publicrelations@adfa.edu.au

Dr Damith Mohotti
Gas and chemical explosions, hydrogen as an alternative fuel, impact damages
d.mohotti@unsw.edu.au

Dr Oleksandra Molloy | @OleksandraUNSW
Ukraine, aviation safety, aviation technology, UAV, accident investigation, human performance, human factors, Women in STEM, human ethics in research, road safety, young driver training, simulation and training
0449 797 215 | o.molloy@unsw.edu.au

Associate Professor Robert Niven
Environmental contaminants in soil, waters, sediments and air media, environmental policy in environmental contaminants
r.niven@adfa.edu.au

Associate Professor Sean O’Byrne
Hypersonics, instrumentation for aircraft, laser technologies (particularly laser sensing)
0477 365 184 | s.obyrne@adfa.edu.au

Research Associate
Asanka Perera | @g_a_perera
Drone vision systems, computer vision, autonomous mobile robots
publicrelations@adfa.edu.au

Associate Professor Sridhar Ravi
Biomechanics, bio-mimetics, robotics, aerodynamics, flying and swimming animals, insect vision
0470 026 779 | sridhar.ravi@adfa.edu.au

Associate Professor Warren Smith
Naval architecture, engineering design, engineering education (mechanical, aeronautical, naval architecture), STEM - F1inSchools, subs in schools
0407 893 594 | w.smith@adfa.edu.au
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Dr Krishna Talluru  
Turbulent flows in nature, high speed aerodynamics  
0410 865 291 | k.talluru@adfa.edu.au

Associate Professor Fangbao Tian  
Computational fluid dynamics, flapping-wing micro air vehicle (MAV)  
f.tian@adfa.edu.au

Dr Graham Wild  
@AerospaceDoctor  
Aviation science and technology, aviation and the environment, aviation accidents and incidents, future aviation and aerospace, sustainable aviation  
0439 921 991 | g.wild@adfa.edu.au

Associate Professor Kate Wilson  
Gender equity in education, especially STEM  
0416 010 231 | k.wilson@adfa.edu.au

Dr Jianfeng Xue  
Geotechnical engineering, foundations, pavement, retaining structure and slopes  
jianfeng.xue@adfa.edu.au

Professor John Young  
Biomimetics, bio-inspired design, fluid dynamics, fluid-structure interaction, flapping wings, insect flight, bird flight, fish swimming, computational fluid dynamics  
j.young@adfa.edu.au

Dr Fateme Zare  
@fateme_zare  
Water resource management, environmental science, natural hazard  
publicrelations@adfa.edu.au

Dr Maryam Ghodrat  
| @GdtMaryam  
Bushfire behaviour, wildland urban interface, atmosphere-fire numerical modelling, urban and industrial air quality, natural hazards, environmental and energy applications  
publicrelations@adfa.edu.au

Dr Thomas Oliver  
@dr_tom_oliver  
Coastal erosion, beaches, dunes, tsunamis  
0429 062 843 | t.oliver@unsw.edu.au

Professor Jason Sharples  
Bushfire, modelling, climate  
0400 586 074 | j.sharples@adfa.edu.au

Dr Duncan Sutherland  
Simulation and computational modelling of bushfires  
0402 013 661 | duncan.sutherland@adfa.edu.au

Geography

Dr George Burdon  
Geography of music and sound art, politics of emotion, philosophies of Gilles Deleuze, Felix Guattari, Baruch Spinoza  
g.burdon@adfa.edu.au

Dr Lydia Li  
Geography, remote sensing, land cover monitoring  
lydia.li@adfa.edu

Science & Mathematics

Dr Terry Frankcombe  
@TerryFrankcombe  
Chemical physics, hydrogen economy, quantum mechanics, computational science, energetic materials, thermodynamics  
0417 163 509 | t.frankcombe@adfa.edu.au

Dr Andrew Lapworth  
@A_Lapworth  
Social and ethical implications of new and emerging technologies (e.g. AI, machine learning, biotechnologies, gene editing), art-science collaborations and practices, biohacking, human augmentation and posthumanism, film and cinema, Japanese culture, politics, and society  
0480 127 019 | a.lapworth@adfa.edu.au

Dr Aleks Aleksandar Simonic  
Mathematics, analytic number theory, complex analysis  
publicrelations@adfa.edu.au

Associate Professor Tim Trudgian  
Mathematics  
t.trudgian@adfa.edu.au

International, Domestic  
Politics & Culture

Dr Ellen Kent  
@EllyKentNow  
Indonesia socio-cultural issues, art and popular culture  
0403 549 284 | e.kent@adfa.edu.au

Associate Professor David Lee  
@DavidLee65235883  
Australian politics and political history, elections and electoral history, the cabinet and cabinet history, Australian foreign policy and diplomatic history, economic history  
0411 454 729 | d.lee@adfa.edu.au

Professor Nicole Moore  
@nicrmoore  
Censorship, Australian literature and culture, cultural cold war, gender, feminism and sexuality in culture  
0407 515 961 | n.moore@unsw.edu.au

Dr Heather Neilson  
American literature and film  
0476 464 879 | h.neilson@adfa.edu.au

Dr Morten Pedersen  
Myanmar  
m.pedersen@adfa.edu.au

Associate Professor Minako Sakai  
@MinakoSakai2  
Islam, gender issues, international development, Indonesia, digital economy and women entrepreneurs, Indonesian language studies, Asian studies  
m.sakai@unsw.edu.au

Dr Nicolaas Warouw  
Indonesian civil society, labour issues, politics and military, social issues  
0481 256 487 | n.warouw@unsw.edu.au

Mr Duncan Blake  
@dunc4nbl4ke  
Law of outer space, laws of armed conflict, military space policy and strategy  
duncan.blake@unsw.edu.au

Dr Melrose Brown  
@Melrose_sp1ace  
Space industry, space junk, space sustainability, technical aspects for space security/threats to and from space, space situational awareness, space domain awareness  
0448 419 773 | melrose.brown@adfa.edu.au

Professor Ed Kruzins  
Space and ground systems, asteroid detection and tracking, optical communications in space  
publicrelations@adfa.edu.au

Dr Lily Qiao  
Space mission design, navigation, spacecraft control systems  
publicrelations@adfa.edu.au

Miss Rabbia Saleem  
Space systems, machine learning and artificial intelligence, wireless communication  
0450 818 869 | r.saleem@adfa.edu.au
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**Defence, Military & War**

**Professor Douglas Guilfoyle** | @djag2
International law of the sea, international courts and tribunals, international criminal law, maritime security, high seas piracy  
0431 689 674 | douglas.guilfoyle@unsw.edu.au

**Dr Margaret Hutchison** | @MeggieHutchison
First World War, war art  
publicrelations@adfa.edu.au

**Dr Ross Mackie**  
New Zealand military history  
publicrelations@adfa.edu.au

**Vice Admiral Professor Paul Maddison** | @paulmaddison7
Defence capability development, defence-related research, AUKUS, Indo-Pacific, 5-Eyes, NATO  
0400 439 792 | paul.maddison@dri.unsw.edu.au

**Dr Neil Ramsey**  
War literature, commemoration, memory of war, information warfare, digital war, cultural history of war  
0401 733 952 | n.ramsey@unsw.edu.au

**Dr David Stahel**  
Nazi-Soviet War 1941-1945, Second World War in Europe, certain aspects of the Ukraine-Russia War  
d.stahel@adfa.edu.au

**Professor Peter Stanley**  
Australian military history, commemoration of war, world wars, colonial period, Frontier Conflicts, British India  
0421 451 088 | p.stanley@adfa.edu.au

**Professor Craig Stockings**  
Military history, Australian history, contemporary defence & security issues  
0449 092 614 | c.a.stockings@adfa.edu.au